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The Shanghai Bund and the Pudong Skyscrapers on the other side of the river
never stop being stunning - not even after six visits

Our reporter Jonathan took off to a surprisingly chilly Shanghai again last month, to
attend the 11th edition of IT&CM China - the country’s most important trade show for
the MICE market. It came with a lot of new exhibitors, a lot of info on the growth of the
Chinese meetings industry and two interesting pre-show tours revisiting some of the
city’s most exciting venues. To top it all off, he decided to pay Hong Kong a visit as well
- because why not?

The ancient water town of Zhujiajiao was part of the pre-show
tour and is a nice break from the busy city life.

I

t’s always fun to experience a bit of China. I’ve been
a media delegate on six different editions of IT&CM
in Shanghai throughout the years. When I first arrived
here in April 2011, I was a newbie journalist who’d
never been outside of the continent. Looking out over
the Bund and the Pudong Skyline, I clearly remember
being shocked and awed, thinking that compared to
what I saw here Europe was no more than a museum
of a bygone era.
Six years later and a much more experienced traveller, I
now realise most of these shiny skyscraper cities tend
to hide a less utopian reality. China is obviously growing
with incredible speed, but still has some ways to go.
Both the city and I have evolved in these past few
years. The skyline always looks slightly different every
time I return, impressive new venues keep popping up,
and Shanghai is now one of the top MICE cities on the
planet. Sadly the revolution is less dramatic in other
areas of life. Every time I set foot in China, the internet

(and I can only imagine media in general) feel more
heavily censored. Do you want to do business in here?
Say goodbye to all of your social media, most of your
email servers and even your Google search engine. All
of the stuff we use to make our events more visible
are not available here. The only solution is paying for
a secured VPN service, but having one on your pc in
China recently became a crime.
This censorship (and the alteration of reality that
comes with it for most Chinese citizens) is a sad thing
to witness. It will not last though. Someday in the near
future, the country will start acknowledging its own
dynamism. Instead of just opening up to the global
economy, it will open up to the global conscience as
well. I bet the nation’s young and educated are eagerly
waiting for that moment already.
While the country is evolving constantly, some things
will never change. Every time I arrive at Pudong
Airport after a day of flying, a couple of students will

be waiting for me waving the IT&CM China sign. They
will be unable to answer more than the most basic of
questions in English and will inform me I just missed
the shuttle bus and that the next one will only arrive
in about two hours. The trick is to act like you’re very
alarmed by this. If you do it just right another buss
will magically appear in about 30 minutes taking you
straight to the hotel. Don’t hate the player, hate the
game.

Shanghai vs. Japan
Shanghai did make huge leaps as a MICE destination
in the past few years. In UFI’s (The Global Association
of the Exhibition Industry) latest global ranking of
exhibition cities, Shanghai is the top destination in
China and among the five biggest in the world. Marc
Cochrane, UFI’s Regional Manager for Asia-Pacific,
told the TTG Daily that Shanghai on its own is a bigger
exhibition destination than the whole of Japan – the
second biggest country for exhibitions in the region.
One city beating one of the richest countries in the

region: staggering numbers. According to Cochrane,
Shanghai is up there with Las Vegas and Frankfurt
among the world’s top five if not top three exhibition
cities. More than 23 exhibitions moved from Beijing
and Guangzhou to Shanghai last year, and the city is
projected to host up to 45% of all business events in
the country in the next few years. New venues were
built to accommodate this lure. The Shanghai National
Exhibition and Convention Center (NECC) for example,
opened in June of 2015 and can easily host events
beyond the 200,000m2 cap.
While IT&CM China cannot compete with events of
that size, it can show off some positive numbers as
well. The 11th instalment of the tradeshow can boast
with exhibitors from every continent on the planet. 600
buyers from 38 different countries were hosted – 80%
of them Chinese – which is a 20% increase compared
to last year. IT&CM China is organised together with
CTW (Corporate Travel World) China, forming a so
called double-bill event. While the former is a business

A Belgian point of view
The number of Belgian buyers was rather small this year. Luc Serneus –
Senior Account Manager at CWT Meetings & Events was present though,
and was willing to share his view on the show.
Serneus: ‘I got invited by Christophe Verstraete (Euromic) for both the
trade show and a private pre-tour to Hong Kong – a place I had never
been before. I saw it as the perfect opportunity to both meet new
contacts and discover a destination unknown to me. The show itself was
fairly interesting. Especially because a lot of the destinations present
here – The Philippines, Korea, Vietnam, to name a few – are hard to find
on the European shows.
The organisation was close to spotless. The only disadvantage was that
both the fair and the hotels were far away from the city’s hotspots.
Somebody who was only here during the event will not have gotten a full
impression of the destination. Shanghai is a nice city though. An incentive
trip in combination with Beijing and Xian for example, would work really
well. Get your clients to the more cultural destinations first, and end up in
Shanghai for a bit of fun to end the experience.’

A nice impression of the atmosphere on the show floor and during the
networking activities

Sadly, this is what you get to see from the top of the Shanghai Tower on a cloudy day. Better luck next time

event focused on one-on-one talks, CTW emphasises
education and wants to raise the sophistication of
Chinese professionals in corporate travel. While CTW is
less useful for foreign buyers to attend, it’s a nice addon none the less.
During the official press conference, Jason Ng –
Executive Director of MP International – stated that
since the start of IT&CM China 11 years ago, China has
emerged as one of the world’s highest spenders for
MICE activities. According to a study conducted by the
Global Business Travel Association, MICE activities are
worth a staggering $ 110 billion in China and comprise
at least 45% of the total international business travel
spending in the country – a far cry from a decade ago
when the concept of MICE was relatively new for most
of the local market.
The MICE industry in Asia-Pacific as a whole was
valued at $150 billion last year and will rise to $200
billion by the end of 2018. The task of IT&CM China is
to build bridges between the Chinese market and the
rest of the world. And that is why all of us are getting
invited of course.

Rediscovering some old gems
Networking is as important as the actual business talks
on an event like this, as is showcasing the destination.
This year, the organisation did quite a decent job
showcasing Shanghai. Two pre-tours were available for
buyers and media (excluding a special one in Istanbul
– not really relevant for the article). One would visit a
couple of the city’s main sights, while another would
take the delegates to the pleasant little water town of
Zhujiajiao: basically a tiny Chinese Venice.
I picked the first tour, because it would take me to the
top of the brand new Shanghai Tower – 632m high and
the world’s second tallest building – and I had already
visited the water town a couple of years ago. Excited
as I was entering the elevator, it soon became apparent
I wouldn’t be seeing much. Don’t go up the tower on
a cloudy day people, you will literally see nothing but
white space. Luckily there were some other interesting
spots to be visited.
Xintiandi is a collection of shop, bars and restaurants
modelled on a traditional alleyway neighbourhood. It
was created somewhere in the early 2000s and was
one of the first developments in the city that proved

Here are some shots made in the fantastic Fairmont
Peace Hotel - part of the IT&CM China pre-show tour

Free Tours in Hong Kong

The Durban beachfront is an impressive sight, especially from the air.

Join us as a hosted buyer at IT&CM
China 2018

Because I’m not flying all the way to Asia for just four days and Hong
Kong is one of my favourite cities in the world, I decided to make a detour after the event.

Read the article and want to be part of the experience next year? Don’t hesitate and send us a mail
at jonathan@bbtonline.eu. IT&CM China 2018
takes place from 20 to 22 March.

I spent five days Hong Kong and while I was there I found an organisation offering walking tours in several themes throughout the city. Some
of them are free and open to all, some of them demand a small fee, but
all of them are perfectly suited for groups (and can be booked privately).
The two main tours around Hong Kong Central and Kowloon are very informative and give you a lot of honest insights into the city’s history and
the struggles of daily life here. The hiking tour they offer is stunning and
passes through surprisingly wild nature outside of the city. The delicacy
tour through the local markets is hilarious, but is only suitable for more
adventurous groups.
Both people running the walks are smart, friendly and very funny. In my
opinion, they are the best guides in the city. Check it out: www.hongkongfreetours.com.

Xintiandi is a nice shopping & leisure areas modelled after a traditional
Chinese alleyway neighbourhood

that historic architecture still had a value in Shanghai.
Sadly, much of the classic architecture in the city centre
had already been bulldozed at the time. It is of course
best for shopping and drinks, but has an interesting
Shikumen Open House museum on offer as well,
showing life as it was for a rich Chinese family in the
early 20th century.
The last stop on the tour was a true Shanghai icon and
one of my favourite spots in the centre. The Fairmont
Peace Hotel (formerly known as the Cathay) was built
right on the Bund in 1926 and is the most treasured
art deco monument the city has to offer. Before WWII
and the communist revolution, when Shanghai was
still seen as the Paris of the East, all of the Hollywood
greats came here to have some cocktails and spend the
night.
After an extensive renovation, the hotel is now
restored to its original splendour. Together with the
Raffles in Singapore and the Peninsula in Hong Kong,

it is one of the most iconic hotels in Asia. The domed
entrance hall is a piece of art and all of the suites were
uniquely themed according to different cultures. All of
them look amazing and far outclass many of the most
expensive presidential suites in contemporary hotels.
The Peace Hotel comes with its own little museum,
several top notch restaurants, a grand ballroom and a
jazz club where an old Chinese band in suites has been
jamming since at least the early eighties.
To top it all off: the hotel’s rooftop bar offers what is
probably the greatest view in the entire city. There
is a story to be found in every little nook and cranny
here. Old school class and grandeur will beat the
contemporary ‘bigger is better’ style every time. The
Fairmont is the best hotel in Shanghai, and will be for a
long time to come. Now if I could only spend the night
here next year. Wouldn’t that be grand?

Published on www.bbtonline.eu in April 2017. Like
our reports? Like our Facebook page as well!

There was great fun to be had on the tours I joined in and around Hong Kong

A muay thai fighter going for the knockout at Ratchadamnoen Stadium.

